
Acid Resistant
Waterproof
UV Stable

Key PointsProduct Description
Coval Concrete Coat is a thin film, single
component coating designed to protect
concrete from moisture and stains.  It creates
a covalent and ionic bond with the substrate.
Coval Concrete Coat eliminates voids and
forms an entirely new clear surface which
provides superior protection from moisture,
stains, chloride ion penetration, dirt, ice,
acids, animal wastes,
and graffitii.

Uses
Coval Concrete Coat used on floors, precast
concrete walls, bricks, cement blocks, tunnel
waterproofing, dams, concrete tanks.

Under 100 VOCs
Cleans Easily/ no hard chemicals
Graffiti protection
Non-conductive
Non-toxic

Application
Available in Gloss, Satin and Matte
Coval Concrete Coat can be sprayed, rolled or
brushed onto the surface.  It’s fast drying and
only requires one coat!
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ASTM C1353-09: Coval Concrete Coat scored an average of 39.11 on the Taber Apraser test. Coval Concrete
Coat scored higher than granite in resistance wear.

SCAQMD: Coval Concrete Coat contains less than 100 g/L VOC and exceeds CAQMD Rule 1113 requirements,
the highest air quality control standards in the country. 

PROP 65: Coval Concrete Coat contains no known carcinogens under Proposition 65, California’s Drinking
Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986.  
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Project Overview: HEB
In 2013, Coval Concrete Coat was applied on the main
loading dock floor of a San Antonio HEB Plus Grocery Store. 
“7 years after installation they are still going a great job. They are
easy to clean with an auto-scrubber and neutral
cleaner.  This saves us time and money” - Maintenance Manager

Project Overview: BigZ Burger Joint
A single coat of Coval Concrete Coat was applied to protect
the surfaces from food and beverage stains.  
“We use Coval Concrete Coat on every restaurant we build” –
Owner

Project Overview: San Antonio Movie Cinema
”We are thrilled with Coval Concrete Coat.  The floors look as
good as the day they were done over 8 years ago”.  - Manager


